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ABSTRACT 

We investigate the adsorption of pyridine on Cu(110) in ultra-high vacuum with a combination of 

work function measurements and femtosecond infrared-visible sum and difference frequency 

generation (SFG/DFG). A monolayer of pyridine substantially reduces the work function by 2.9 

eV due to the large pyridine dipole. We perform density functional theory (DFT) calculations that 

provide us with a dipole moment change upon adsorption in very good agreement with the 

experimental results. The pyridine dipole strongly enhances the sum frequency response of the 

surface electrons, but surprisingly reduces the surface difference frequency signal. We propose a 

model based on the static electric field-induced nonlinear optical response generated by the 

collective electric field of the adsorbate layer. The pyridine dipole switches direction from the 

ground to the excited electronic state, as charge moves from nitrogen to the ring. SFG can then be 

enhanced by the electric field of adsorbed pyridine in its ground electronic state, while the 2.33 eV 

incident photon in DFG excites electrons into the pyridine LUMO, which reverses the electric field 

in the adsorbate layer and reduces the nonlinear optical response. The model is verified by 2.33 

eV pump – SFG probe spectroscopy, where the pump pulse is found to reduce the surface electron 

response on a subpicosecond timescale. This demonstrates the potential to manipulate the work 

function in organic electronic devices by photon-induced dipole moment reversal.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Work function tuning of metallic interfaces by adsorption of molecules is a key tool to change 

charge carrier injection barriers in organic electronic devices, for example self-assembled 

monolayers of π-conjugated molecules with different head and tail groups adsorbed on noble 

metals1. Pyridines in particular have proved desirable as an anchoring group as they have a high 

affinity to metal surfaces and because adsorption-induced charge arrangements extend beyond the 

immediate anchor group into the backbone2. Pyridine itself possesses a large molecular dipole of 

2.2 D, which allows a good degree of work function tunability, as recently shown by 3 eV change 

observed on the transparent conductor ZnO3.  

The collective electric field created by such polar adsorbates is known to have a major effect on 

excited states, adsorption energy, adsorption site and long-range order4-7. While extrinsic electric 

fields have been used to manipulate energy level alignment and therefore electron transfer or 

reaction rates in many areas of chemistry8, it is yet unknown to which degree we can manipulate 

intrinsic fields of an adsorbate layer to achieve similar effects at interfaces.  

Second-order nonlinear optical spectroscopy has emerged as a frequent solution to obtaining 

molecular-level information from interfaces, as its selection rules render it interface-specific. In 

order for two incident photons to combine in a medium to create a photon at the sum frequency, a 

lack of inversion symmetry is required, which is a defining characteristic of any interface.  Sum 

frequency generation (SFG) has therefore been widely used to study the interaction of molecules 

with interfaces, ranging from adsorbates on metal surfaces9-10, organic films 11-12, biological 

interfaces 13-14 to gas-liquid interfaces 15-16. 

Static electric fields at interfaces can also be probed by SFG, when the two time-varying fields 

of the incident waves combine with a static electric field through a cubic susceptibility. This effect 
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is now commonly used in nonlinear optical investigations of electrochemistry to determine the 

point of zero charge of the interface17-18 or to control the nonlinear optical signal19. As the so-called 

Eisenthal χ(3) technique it is also frequently used to monitor interfacial fields at dielectric 

interfaces, for example to determine local pH or Debye lengths20-24. However, the electric field 

created by pre-aligned polar molecules at an interface has been largely ignored as a signal source, 

likely because the electric fields created by charged adsorbates or externally applied are normally 

much larger than the field created by the molecular dipoles.  

Here we take account of the dipolar nature of the adsorbate and the collective electric field 

created to demonstrate the link between work function changes and changes in the second-order 

nonlinear optical response. To this end, we measure the work function change during the 

adsorption of pyridine on Cu(110) with a Kelvin probe and characterize the adsorbate layer by 

vibrational sum frequency generation in the C-H stretching region. In order to investigate the 

adsorbate electronic structure, dipole and geometry conformation, we perform density functional 

theory calculations (DFT) of pyridine chemisorbed on a (2  2) Cu(110) unit cell. The results of 

the DFT calculations help us to rationalize the charge transfer and induced change in the molecule-

surface dipole moment. In addition, we monitor the nonlinear optical response of the surface 

electrons during pyridine adsorption using both sum frequency (1.55 eV + 0.38 eV=1.93 eV) and 

difference frequency (2.33 eV – 0.38 eV = 1.95 eV). Both sum and difference frequency signals 

change in a similar manner to the work function, but SFG is enhanced by adsorbed pyridine, while 

DFG is suppressed. In addition we observe that a 2.33 eV pump pulse reduces both nonresonant 

and resonant sum frequency responses. We propose an electric field-induced effect, which 

switches sign from SFG to DFG, because the 2.33 eV photon involved in DFG transfers charge to 

the pyridine ring and reverses the molecular dipole.    
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EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 

Ultra-High Vacuum-Sum Frequency Generation Spectrometer  

We used an amplified, 10 Hz repetition rate Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser system (Spectra-

Physics, TSA-10), generating pulses of 150 fs pulse width and 6 mJ energy. Part of the amplifier 

output was used to pump an optical parametric amplifier  (TOPAS, LightConversion) for tunable 

mid-IR generation with a typical bandwidth of 150 cm-1 and part was spectrally narrowed with a 

homebuilt stretcher (spectral width 5.3 cm-1) 25 or an etalon (SLS Optics Ltd., 7.2 cm-1 spectral 

width) 26. The sum frequency generated by the interface was directed into a 0.3 m spectrograph 

(ActonSpectraPro 300i) with ICCD detection (Andor iStar). For one spectrum, typically the signal 

from 1000-2000 shots was accumulated with full 0.7 cm-1/pixel resolution. A bandpass 

interference filter centered at 650 nm (± 80 nm) (Edmund Optics) was used to filter the visible 

beams. All beams were p-polarized. 

Ultra-High Vacuum techniques and sample preparation 

Work function and vibrational sum frequency generation measurements were carried out in an 

ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber at a base pressure of 3x10-10 mbar and crystal base temperature 

of 100 K. The Cu(110) crystal was cleaned by repeated cycles of 500 V Ar+ ion sputtering and 650 

K annealing until a sharp LEED (11) pattern was obtained. The sample cleanliness was confirmed 

by reproducible sum frequency spectra and temperature programmed desorption (TPD) at 2 Ks-1 

recorded with a quadrupole mass spectrometer (MKS Microvision-2). 

Pyridine (anhydrous, 99.8%, SigmaAldrich) was dosed from the liquid after several freeze-

pump-thaw cycles, through a 20 cm long stainless steel tube to provide a degree of directional 

dosing. Dosing about one monolayer at 100 K typically took 20 minutes at m/z 52 partial pressure 

of around 10-10 mbar. The m/z 52 corresponds to the fragmentation of pyridine molecular ions to 
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form [𝐶4𝐻4]
+∙,  formed in higher numbers than the parent ion at m/z 79. A Kelvin probe (Besocke 

Delta PHI GmbH) was used to monitor the change in work function as a function of adsorbate 

coverage.  To convert from dosed pressure to surface coverage, the m/z 52  signal was integrated 

over time and calibrated by TPD.  

Density Functional Theory 

The Perdew-Wang 91 exchange-correlation functional 27 was employed to calculate the ground 

state energy of the system. The plane waves basis set was expanded up to a 340 eV kinetic energy 

cut-off, tested to ensure convergence of the basis set 28. The Brillouin zone was sampled with a 

441 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid 29. The electron energy is converged to 10-6 eV and the force 

tolerance in the geometry optimization is set to 0.05 eV/Å. 

To calculate the dipole of a (2x2) pyridine layer, we employed the so called “symmetric double 

layer” approach, consisting of modelling the pyridine on Cu(110) surface by a symmetric slab of 

7 layers of Cu atoms in which the middle 3 layers of copper are fixed and the top and bottom 2 are 

free to relax. Pyridines on the top and bottom layer were mirror images. This approach is 

computationally more demanding than a normal “single sided” calculation, but has the advantage 

of eliminating all the possible artefacts due to the presence of a strong dipole moment in the 

periodically repeated cell. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Work function of pyridine on Cu (110)  

Pyridine adsorbs through the nitrogen lone pair on Cu(110)30 with its molecular axis considered 

to be upright at all but the lowest coverages31-33. With the nitrogen lone pair pointing towards the 

surface, the molecular dipole opposes the metal surface dipole and reduces the work function. 
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Figure 1 shows the work function change induced by pyridine adsorption at 100 K, recorded during 

background dosing at a pressure of around 510-9 mbar. Stepwise annealing of pyridine whilst 

monitoring  and m/z 52 partial pressure allows us to assign the work function minimum to a 

saturated first layer with nominal 1 ML coverage (see TPDs in Fig. 4 (c)). This layer possesses an 

absolute coverage of 40% relative to the copper surface as determined by XPS34, corresponding to 

4.34∙1018 m-2 surface density. The clean Cu(110) work function has been determined as 4.46 eV 35 

 

Figure 1. Work function change of pyridine/Cu(110) measured during continuous dosing 

(circles show every 100th data point). Red and blue lines are fits to the data assuming either 

random adsorption (blue) or ordered adsorption (red). The inset shows linear fits to the work 

function change for very low coverages (circles show every 5th data point).  
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in the literature and as 4.47 ± 0.05 eV from our own UPS experiments, which means a surface 

covered by a monolayer of pyridine has a work function of only 1.6 eV.  

For comparison, pyridine adsorption on Cu(111) only reduces the work function by 2.3 eV36. 

The difference could be caused by packing density, surface structure or surface order as modified 

by dosing pressure. For example, on platinum surfaces a reduction in the dosing pressure from 

2∙10-7 torr to 10-8  torr leads to an additional decrease in the work function by between 0.2 and 0.4 

eV37. The reduction of the work function by 2.9 V is large, but comparable to the effect of pyridine 

on several other metal surfaces (listed in the Table S1 in the supporting information) and very 

similar to the 3 eV reduction recently measured on ZnO(10-10)3.  

We can extract the initial adsorbate dipole moment µ from the slope of the work function at low 

coverages, before adsorbates start interacting, using the expression  

     
n

V
 0


 ,          (1)  

where ∆V is the measured work function change in volts, n is the adsorbate density in molecules 

per m2 and ε0 is the permittivity of free space. The inset to Fig. 1 shows that the slope changes at a 

coverage of only 0.02 ML or 1017 m-2, corresponding to an intermolecular distance of around 3 to 

4 nm. Below this coverage, the pyridine dipole moment is 6.5 D, while just above this coverage, 

the slope corresponds to 4.3 D. These values are three, respectively two times as high as the 

pyridine gas-phase dipole moment of 2.15 D 38. Such enhancement is caused by image dipoles in 

the metal surface and has been seen in other cases, for example carbon monoxide (0.112 D in the 

gas phase39 versus 0.9 D on Pt(111)40).  

The change in slope occurs in a coverage region where scanning tunneling microscopy detects 

a transition between two pyridine species with different apparent heights and different resonances 
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in the unoccupied density of states, which were assigned to tilted and fully upright species32. Both 

species bind through the nitrogen atom, but the tilted species can in addition interact through its π 

electrons. We accordingly assign the higher initial dipole moment to the tilted species and the 

lower one to the fully upright species. This switch from tilted to upright has been seen for other 

surfaces. On Cu(111), the initial steep decline in the work function up to 0.6 ML was assigned to 

a flat-lying species with a slower decrease in Φ seen at higher coverages for the N-bonded species 

as a result of a balance between pyridine dipole moment, charge transfer and mutual depolarisation 

at high coverages36. The existence of two species was also proposed for pyridine adsorption on 

Ag(110), where a flat species is thought to exist at low coverages, changing to a tilted species at 

higher coverages with a factor 4 difference in the work function change per molecule41. The larger 

dipole of a tilted or flat pyridine molecule can arise from the so-called cushion effect, where the 

electron cloud of the adsorbate pushes back the surface electrons and thereby lowers the work 

function 42. 

In order to fit the work function change caused by the pyridine layer, we use the standard 

electrostatic derivation43-44. The dipole moment of a single dipole within an array of dipoles on a 

metal surface is modified by the electric field generated by its own image and the collective field 

of all the other dipoles and their images. This can be described by 

     EE zz00  ,                       (2) 

where μ0 is the dipole in the limit of zero field and α is its polarizability. Since the metallic 

surface effectively shields all parallel dipole components, we can replace α by αzz. The electric 

field seen by the dipole in (2) amounts to 
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where the first term is the field created by the image dipole (image distance d) and the second 

term constitutes the sum over all other dipoles and their images and respective interactions for an 

array of density n (lattice vector RJ). An analytical solution for a hexagonal array was first 

presented by Topping 45, who found that S(n)=8.89n3/2.  

The presence of the metal surface thus enhances the adsorbed dipole and in the limit of zero 

coverage, the adsorbed dipole moment is given by 
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The work function change can now be fitted to  
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The dipole sum S(n) can be calculated for an ordered dipole array, although little detail is known 

about ordered structures of pyridine on Cu(110). LEED patterns of (4x3) symmetry for the pyridine 

monolayer and (5x3) at slightly lower coverages have been observed31, but these must contain 

around 5 molecules in the unit cell in order to reproduce the coverage of 0.4 per Cu unit cell found 

by XPS34. For an image distance of 2.14 Å (see below), a (2x2) arrangement on Cu(110) would 

correspond to a dipole sum of S(0.25 ML) = 0.039 Å3, while a c(2x2) arrangement would yield a 

dipole sum of S(0.5 ML) = 0.082 Å3. The dipole sum is normally extrapolated between a known 

ordered structure and zero coverage, although the functional dependence on coverage depends on 
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how the adsorption proceeds43. If there is an ordered adsorption throughout, which can be modelled 

as a continuously shrinking lattice size with increasing coverage, then the dipole sum will be 

proportional to the coverage to the power of 3/2, while a random filling of adsorption sites leads 

to a linear dependence on coverage. We fitted the work function with both coverage dependencies 

as shown in Fig. 1. As expected, random adsorption provides a better description of the data at low 

coverages, while ordered adsorption describes them better near monolayer saturation. The results 

of the fit are not changed much by the model chosen.  

Since the dipole sum depends on the image distance, we cannot independently determine both 

from the fit. We can estimate the image distance from known parameters. If we place pyridine’s 

dipole at the center of the molecule, then its position is 1.84 Å above the nitrogen atom, which in 

turn is 2 Å above a copper atom34. Since the image plane is located 1.7 Å outside the last atomic 

layer on Cu(110)46, the theoretical distance between the point dipole and its image is 2.14 Å. With 

the pyridine gas phase dipole moment μ0=2.15 D, a fit then yields a dipole sum of 0.036 Å3, 

relatively close to the value calculated for a (22) layer, and a polarizability of α=19.1 A3. 

Pyridine’s gas phase polarizability is 9.3 Å3, which is an angle-averaged value, corresponding to 

the trace of the polarizability tensor = (αxx + αyy + αzz)/3. For pyridine, αxx and αzz are approximately 

equal and three times the value of αyy, so the angle-averaged gas phase value corresponds to αzz ≈ 

12 Å3. The polarizability of pyridine is therefore enhanced about 50% by adsorption. Inserting the 

fitting results into eqn. (4) produces a dipole moment in the limit of zero coverage of 4.2 D. 

We have used DFT to calculate the dipole moment of a (2x2) layer of pyridine on Cu(110), 

which results in a value of 2.37 D. A (2x2) layer has an absolute coverage of 0.25 molecules per 

surface unit cell which corresponds to 0.25/0.4=0.625 ML relative coverage and a surface density 

of 2.69  1018 m-2. At this coverage we measured a work function change of V=-2.54 eV= nμ/ε0, 
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corresponding to an average μ=2.51 D. There is a remarkably good agreement (within 6%) 

between the experimentally measured dipole and the results of the DFT calculation.  

Since pyridine bonds in a vertical orientation on Cu(110), the main bonding mechanism involves 

a strong hybridisation of the σ-like HOMO and the π-like HOMO-2 with the copper dy2 and dyz-

type orbitals47. We calculate the π1 orbital (1a2) to be at EF-4 eV, the π2 (2b1) at EF-4.9 eV and the 

σ1 orbital (7a1) at EF-5.2 eV. Our UPS spectra (Fig. S1 in the supporting information) confirm that 

changes occur in the occupied density of states in the energy range of 3 to 6 eV below EF. Other 

DFT studies on ZnO(10-10) and Au(111) have shown that both the pyridine molecular dipole as 

well as charge transfer to the surface (the so-called bond dipole) contribute to the work function 

decrease. On gold, the bond dipole contributes about a third of the total work function change2, 

while molecular and bond dipoles were found to contribute equally on zinc oxide.  

Even though the pyridine dipole moment decreases strongly in a more densely packed adsorbate 

layer, it is still large enough to create strongly repulsive adsorbate-adsorbate interactions, which 

are the origin of the continuous downshift of the maximum pyridine desorption temperature with 

coverage and were determined to amount to 0.16 eV/ML for a zero-coverage desorption energy of 

0.97 eV 31.  

We can finally estimate the electric field in the pyridine layer from the coverage-dependent 

dipole moment.  
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At saturation coverage, we thus obtain a field of 109 V/m, which is of similar magnitude as 

electric fields induced by fcc adsorbates such as NO and CO in neighboring atop sites on Pt(111)7. 
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Sum frequency spectroscopy of pyridine on Cu(110)  

The vibrational sum frequency spectra of pyridine in the C-H stretching region with increasing 

pyridine coverage were also acquired during continuous background dosing and are shown in 

Fig.2. Spectra normalized by the nonresonant response of the bare copper surface are shown in 

Fig. S2 in the supporting information. Total coverage was determined at the end of dosing from 

integrating TPD traces, since the second layer of pyridine desorbs in a sharp peak below 160 K. 

Coverage for individual spectra was then scaled by assuming a constant sticking coefficient during 

adsorption at 100 K.  

Sum frequency generation is a second order nonlinear process produced when two intense laser 

beams impinge on the interface between two media. If the frequencies of the driving fields excite 

the surface electrons and a single vibrational mode in adsorbates, we can express (2) as 48-49: 

 

Figure 2. Sum frequency spectra as a function of pyridine coverage on Cu(110). 
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where ANR is the strength of the vibrational nonresonant  (NR) susceptibility of the surface with 

phase , AR is the product of dynamic dipole moment and polarizability for the vibrational 

resonance, R and R are the frequency and width of the molecular resonance. The sum frequency 

intensity depends on the number and the layer-order of adsorbed molecules. For a single 

vibrational resonance, two solutions exist which only differ in the value of the phase  and resonant 

amplitude AR
50. Apart from the change in tilt angle at very low coverage, the bonding between 

pyridine and copper remains unchanged and therefore Fig. 3 shows the solution where the phase 

only has a small dependence on coverage. The second solution (Fig. S3 in the supporting 

information) shows a phase change of 130⁰, which could indicate the appearance of an electronic 

resonance. This resonance would not be related to interband or surface state transitions, as both 

upconversion photon energy (1.55 eV) and sum frequency photon energy (1.93 eV) are too low in 

energy, but could be caused by the pyridine LUMO shifting into resonance with increasing 

coverage. This will be discussed further below. All fits were carried out in IgorPro 6.1.2. (from 

Wavemetrics), which uses a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. 

Only a single vibrational mode is found in the C-H stretching region, which we assign to the ν2 

vibration, where all C-H bonds vibrate in phase. The two other allowed totally symmetric modes, 

ν20a and ν13 have much smaller predicted intensities in Infrared and Raman and are not seen in the 

monolayer (see Table S2 in the supporting information for details). The intensity of the resonance 

increases monotonically until 1 ML and then decreases slightly. This can have a number of reasons, 

for example, a shorter vibrational lifetime or inhomogeneous distribution of adsorption sites as 
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indicated by the increase in bandwidth above 1 ML. The first pyridine layer on the contrary is 

highly ordered as confirmed by very narrow vibrational line widths of around 4 cm-1. 

Depolarization or structural changes in the first layer by the second layer can also explain a 

reduction in amplitude. Even at our low dosing rate, we cannot exclude that a second layer forms 

in patches before the first layer is saturated. The C-H stretching frequency of pyridine shows a 19 

 

Figure 3. SFG spectral parameters of the CH- stretch (RES): (a) phase, (b) width, (c) frequency 

and (d) intensity (left axis), and (d) NR contribution intensity (right axis) of the pyridine 

adsorbed on Cu(110) as a function of coverage. 
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cm-1 red shift with increasing coverage (Fig. 3(c)). A slightly smaller downward frequency shift 

was also observed by RAIRS 51. Dynamic dipole-dipole coupling is unlikely to affect the spectra, 

as a mixed isotope study of pyridine adsorption on a gold electrode failed to find any discernible 

frequency shifts or intensity changes with changing isotope composition52. Given the magnitude 

of the electric fields deduced from the work function measurement, the frequency shift could be 

caused by a Stark effect. A small effect of 6 cm-1/V for the C=C ring stretch has been reported for 

pyridine adsorbed on a gold electrode immersed in 1 M NaF, which was explained either by a 

weak Stark effect or by a change in charge density on the nitrogen lone pair with electrode 

potential53. The Debye length of 1 M NaF is 0.3 nm at room temperature, therefore the electric 

field corresponding to 1 V externally applied is 3∙109 Vm-1, very similar to our calculated value. 

Raman spectra have been calculated for pyridine adsorbed on silver clusters as a function of 

external field and only very small Stark effects have been found for the totally symmetric modes 

detected here54, so the red shift more likely arises from chemical effects.  

Surface electron response probed by sum and difference frequency spectroscopy 

The broad underlying peak in the spectra reflects the spectral width of the incident infrared pulse 

and is caused by the non-resonant response of the surface electrons to the exciting fields. It shows 

an unusually strong increase starting from the lowest coverages and a small decrease in the 

multilayer range. It mirrors the coverage-dependence of the work function, as a comparison 

between Fig. 1 and Fig. 3(d) reveals. The second-order response of the surface has often been 

observed to change in opposite direction to the work function upon alkali or molecular adsorption 

on metal surfaces55-57. To better understand the link between work function and nonlinear optical 

response, we measured difference frequency generation between a 2.33 eV upconversion beam, 
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and the same IR at 0.38 eV, which results in an emitted photon at 1.95 eV. This way, two of the 

three photons in the DFG and SFG processes are still at the same energy and we are able to explore 

whether any electronic excitations underlie the increased response. The DFG signal is much larger 

than the SFG signal, because the visible photon can excite interband transitions. As the 2.33 eV 

beam is a broadband pulse, there is insufficient spectral resolution to detect the pyridine vibrational 

resonance, but changes in surface response can be easily detected. The pyridine resonant response 

is negligible as a comparison of free-induction-type measurements on bare copper and 1 ML 

pyridine shows (see Fig. S4 in the supporting information). We record the coverage dependence 

 

Figure 4. Following NR signals with DFG and SFG as a function of annealing temperature. (a) 

Work function measured during stepwise annealing (filled squares). (b) RES (open circles) and 

NR (filled circles) signals for SFG and NR signal (filled triangles) for DFG. (c) TPD recorded at 

2 K/s. At 200 K, the pyridine coverage is 1 ML. 
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by dosing a slight multilayer of pyridine and stepwise annealing and observing SFG, DFG and 

work function changes in subsequent experiments. The results are shown in Fig. 4. 

Surprisingly, pyridine adsorption has the opposite effect on sum and difference frequency 

signals, as it enhances SFG and reduces DFG. To understand the different responses better, we 

look at the most general expression for the second order response of a noble metal surface48. 

Possible sources of a second-order surface polarizability on Cu(110) are free electrons (intraband 

transitions) or bound electrons (interband and electrons in surface-confined states). Free electrons 

can contribute both via a quadratic susceptibility and a cubic susceptibility in the presence of an 

electric field and we can write the total polarizability as:  
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Using the jellium approximation, the contribution from free electrons can be shown to be real 

valued terms, while electronic resonances such as interband and surface state transitions can be 

approximated near resonance as imaginary terms whose magnitude increases in the corresponding 

spectral range:  
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The phase generally attached to the nonresonant susceptibility in the sum frequency equation (7) 

accounts for the fact that the measured signal is also influenced by the Fresnel factors, which are 

complex numbers for a metal with its complex refractive index. We will now discuss the various 

contributions in eqn (9) in turn. 

Free electrons 

A close relationship between work function and a changing second harmonic or nonresonant  

sum frequency response is expected when the free electron response of the metal dominates17, 57. 
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Changes in the nonlinear response term α can then be understood as adsorbate-induced changes in 

the free electron density at the surface due to charge transfer between adsorbate and metal, such 

that electron withdrawing adsorbates like CO and oxygen tend to reduce the nonresonant   

response, while electron donating adsorbates such as ammonia or alkalis enhance it. This is clearly 

a very appropriate explanation for adsorbed alkalis, but becomes doubtful for electron donating 

adsorbates such as pyridine, which form a covalent, highly localized bond with a copper atom. The 

reduction of the DFG signal by pyridine adsorption confirms that a change in free electron density 

is unlikely to be the source of the nonresonant  signal changes, as no strong wavelength dependence 

is expected. 

Bound electrons 

The outgoing photon energies in SFG and DFG are very similar at 1.93 and 1.95 eV, 

respectively, and could be resonant with either copper interband transitions or the surface state 

transition at the Y point at about 2.1 eV, which has been investigated in detail with SHG58. This 

surface state transition causes a ten-fold enhancement of the SHG signal when the incident photon 

matches the resonance. As our beams are incident about 60⁰ away from the Y  direction, we 

would not expect this transition to contribute much to the bare copper signal. Pyridine adsorption 

on other noble metal surfaces is also known to quench the surface state, as shown by inverse 

photoemission for Cu(111) and Au(110)59. We therefore consider it unlikely that the surface state 

transition contributes significantly to either SFG or DFG signals. 

Interband transitions likely contribute to DFG with an incoming photon energy of 2.33 eV, but 

probably only have a minor influence on SFG with the emitted photon at 1.93 eV. A second 

harmonic scan from 1 to 2.5 eV on Cu(111) showed that the response cannot be completely 

described by free electrons60, but the available literature generally agrees that interband transitions 
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do not play a role for photon energies below 2 eV61-62. Pyridine adsorption does affect the d-band 

density, but as our own UPS data show (SI), changes only occur more than 3 eV below EF, out-of-

reach of the DFG photon energies.  

Transitions between EF and unoccupied pyridine-related states could potentially contribute to 

the nonlinear surface susceptibility. In the gas phase, pyridine possesses a negative electron affinity 

and the LUMO is found at 0.6 eV above the vacuum level. For multilayer pyridine, 2-photon 

photoemission and inverse photoemission also detect a LUMO above the vacuum level36, 59.  For 

monolayer pyridine though, a weak signature was found below Evac at around EF+1.5 eV, which 

was assigned to a π* state, stabilized by image charges36. Similarly, scanning tunneling 

spectroscopy of upright, N-bonded pyridine on Cu(110) detects a resonance at 2.3 eV above EF
32. 

While the precise coverage was not reported, data were only shown for up to 3.5∙1017 m-2 (ca 0.08 

ML), where the work function is around 3. 8 eV. This π* state will shift closer to the Fermi level 

with decreasing work function/ increasing coverage and could conceivably come into resonance 

with the SFG photon at 1.93 eV. This would lead to a gradual enhancement of the sum frequency 

signal by adding an imaginary term γ to the real-valued susceptibility in eqn. (8). Indeed, this could 

explain the very large phase change observed in one of the sum frequency solutions of eqn. (6) to 

the data in Fig. 3a. An additional electronic resonance could then simultaneously reduce the 

interband DFG signal γinter, if it possesses a different phase.  

However, we consider this an unlikely explanation for a number of reasons. About a third of the 

large phase change seen in the second solution of the sum frequency equation occurs above 0.7 

ML, where the work function changes by less than 0.2 eV. Since we would expect the pyridine 

LUMO to shift in a similar manner to the work function, although not necessarily parallel to it, 

there appears no physical basis for such a large phase change caused by an electronic resonance. 
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If this was the correct solution, then a much simpler explanation would be an increasing 

contribution from multilayer pyridine, which could conceivably show a different phase, as it does 

not bind directly to copper.   

Regarding the reduction of the interband DFG signal by an out-of-phase electronic resonance, 

we need to account for the tensorial nature of χ(2) and the corresponding complex Fresnel factors. 

The susceptibility tensor for an excitation from the Fermi level into the pyridine π* state should 

be dominated by the zzz tensor element, as we are transferring charge normal to the surface. The 

copper surface with its two-fold symmetry, possesses 7 tensor components which contribute to a 

signal measured in ppp polarization. In addition to χzzz, the following elements also contribute: 

χxxz, χyyz, χxzx, χyzy, χzxx, χzyy. Copper is highly reflective in the mid-IR, which means the Fresnel 

factors in surface-normal direction are substantially larger than in surface-parallel directions, 

therefore tensor components other than χxxz, χyyz and χzzz can be neglected. For SFG, the Fresnel 

factor for χzzz is 16  larger than for χxxz and χyyz, while for DFG it is still 9  larger. No polarization-

dependent study has been carried out to determine the χ(2) tensor components of Cu(110) in the 

range of interband transitions, while a calculation of the Cu(001) second harmonic response 

indicates comparable magnitudes of χxxz=χxzx and χzxx tensor elements above 2 eV with negligible 

values for the χzzz element63. Despite the bias from the Fresnel factors, this indicates that χxxz and 

χyyz can make substantial contributions to the nonlinear optical response of copper in DFG. The 

complex Fresnel factors shift the contribution from χxxz by 65⁰ compared to χzzz and the one from 

χyyz by 90⁰ compared to χzzz. 

 Since each tensor element is accompanied by a different complex Fresnel factor, near 

cancellation of the interband susceptibility by a molecular electronic susceptibility would seem 
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fortuitous. We therefore consider it unlikely that a molecular electronic resonance could lead to 

the strong signal reduction as seen in Fig. 4 (b).   

Static field at the interface 

Charge transfer from the copper surface into the pyridine LUMO by the femtosecond 2.33 eV 

pulse involved in DFG could however have a different effect on the layer, namely it could lead to 

a transient increase of the work function. The pyridine dipole direction in the ground state is 

dominated by the nitrogen lone pair. Excitation of electrons into the LUMO will migrate charge 

to the pyridine ring, which reverses the dipole64. For pyridine in a benzene host single crystal, the 

change of dipole moment from the ground state to the excited state was measured as 2.6 D65. Since 

the gas phase ground state dipole moment of pyridine is 2.15 ± 0.05 D 38, the excited state dipole 

moment is -0.45 ± 0.05 D. This reversed dipole would enhance the surface work function and 

change the sign of the static electric field in eqn. (8-9). This way, an enhancement in SFG can turn 

into a suppression in DFG.  

Probing field reversal in the time domain 

In order to test out model, we used the 2.33 eV beam for DFG as pump beam and followed its 

effect on the surface nonlinear response by SFG. Fig. 5 plots the magnitude of the nonresonant 

background and of the pyridine resonance as a function of pump-probe time delay for a pyridine 

coverage of 1 ML. Figure 5 also demonstrates that the large change in nonresonant response is due 

to the presence of the adsorbate, as a bare copper surface shows a much smaller response. In fact, 

the transient effect gradually disappears with decreasing pyridine coverage as shown in the Fig. 

S5 of the supporting information. The transients depend approximately linearly on the power of 

the pump beam, as the inset to Fig. 5 shows.  
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The nonresonant magnitude is measured with a time resolution of ca. 400 fs, given by the cross 

correlation of IR and visible pump pulses, while the time resolution of resonant height and 

nonresonant phase is determined by the pyridine C-H vibrational the dephasing time, that is 2 ps 

for our typical 5 cm-1 line width. Both surface electrons and pyridine resonance exhibit a strong 

decrease on a comparable timescale, although they recover to unpumped values on very different 

timescales. The reduction of the resonant signal at long delay times is probably caused by a 

structural rearrangement in the pyridine layer following dipole reversal, which will be the subject 

of a forthcoming publication.   

 

Figure 5. 2.33 eV-pump-probe results for 1 ML pyridine/Cu(110) at 100 K and bare Cu(110). 

Inset, fluence dependence of the RES- and NR-SFG at 0 ps pump delay. 
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The reduction of the nonresonant background has a lifetime of approximately 460 fs and is 

therefore long-lived compared to a typical expectation of a few femtoseconds for the lifetime of 

an electronically excited state on a metal surface.  A dipole-reversed excited state would however 

be stabilized by neighboring molecules in the ground state, since it induces an electric field in the 

same direction as the ground state. The attractive electrostatic interaction energy between a 

reversed dipole and its immediate neighbor can be estimated to be around 20 meV, if we assume 

a nearest neighbor distance of 5.1Å 7.  This is a lower limit, as the effect of a -1 D dipole will be 

felt over a 2 nm range6, i.e. approximately 35 molecules in a (22) arrangement.   

The reported second-order nonlinear response of pyridine adsorbed on Ag(110) in UHV could 

also be explained by our model41. At small coverages, where pyridine is thought to adsorb in a flat 

configuration, the second harmonic response to incoming 2.33 eV photons (well below Ag 

interband transitions) increases with coverage, while at high coverages, where N-bonded pyridine 

is thought to prevail, the SH signal was found to decrease to below the clean Ag(110) value. The 

initial enhancement might not be work-function related, since π-bonding of pyridine to silver could 

enhance the polarizability of the surface. However, the reduction of the signal below the clean 

surface value by N-bonded pyridine is very unusual. The work function reduction is less than on 

our Cu(110) surface (Δφ=-1.8 eV), but one would still expect a substantial static electric field and 

therefore enhancement of the second harmonic response. Since the predicted LUMO positions for 

pyridine on Cu(110) and Ag(110) are fairly similar47, the pyridine LUMO could be within reach 

of the 2.33 eV exciting photon and the ensuing dipole moment reversal could lead to an overall 

reduction.  
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Since a wide range of aromatic molecules exhibit dipole moment reversal in the excited state66 

these experiments demonstrate the potential to alter the surface work function temporarily by 

photon excitation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Pyridine adsorption on Cu(110) increases the surface dipole on the interface, lowering the work 

function by 2.9 eV. The high electric field generated on the pyridine-Cu interface plays an 

important role in the interpretation of the nonlinear optical response and we show that third order 

effects have to be taken into account. Comparison of SFG and DFG as a function of pyridine 

coverage shows that the local electric field can enhance the response as well as suppress it when 

an intense visible beam electronically excites pyridine and reverses its molecule dipole. The dipole 

reversal is relatively long-lived as shown by pump-probe experiments, revealing the potential for 

photon-induced work function manipulation. 
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